INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the federal regulatory landscape regarding large complex molecules known as biologics has experienced great change. It is important for clinicians to recognize the differences between prescriptions for biologics and generics. In 2010, the United States Congress passed a law to create an approval pathway for drugs defined as biosimilar, and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has released draft guidance to determine whether those biosimilars are interchangeable with their reference products (1,2). The FDA has also approved follow-on biologics through a separate statute including a recently marketed follow-on insulin product (3). The following introduces the vocabulary the federal government uses for various biologic products, describes the multiple pathways a follow-on biologic may use to come to market and how that could affect the ability of a physician to ensure their patient is receiving the therapy they have prescribed for that patient.

The development and availability of biologics is very relevant to clinicians in endocrinology. Multiple endo-
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crine-indicated biologics are already being marketed, and more are sure to be approved. As the number of biosimilar or follow-on biologics grows, patients may see a disruption in continuity of care, and physicians will need to understand exactly what it means to prescribe comparable biologics. In 2016, the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists convened a task force to provide guidance on the topic for endocrinologists and other clinicians in order to achieve optimal clinical care without disruption.

“Biologics” include a category of medical preparations derived from living organisms (4). Unlike small-molecule drugs that are easily replicated through a well-understood chemical process, biologics are complex treatments that require sophisticated biotechnologies and manufacturing technologies to develop, making it far more difficult to produce a “generic” version of a biologic (5). Competing, similarly structured biologics are not described as “generic,” instead manufacturers, regulatory agencies, and others use the terms “follow-on biologic” or “biosimilar” (6).

BIOSIMILAR VERSUS FOLLOW-ON BIOLOGIC

When used outside of a regulatory context, the terms “follow-on biologic” and “biosimilar” may be used interchangeably. Follow-on protein is an informal term used by the FDA to describe a product that is intended to be sufficiently similar to a biologic product already approved by the FDA to permit the applicant to rely on certain existing scientific knowledge about the safety and effectiveness of the already approved biologic product (7). A product that may use the legal label of biosimilar must be approved through a specific pathway. Use of either term should not be understood to mean that the follow-on or biosimilar is interchangeable with the reference product. The differences in terminology can be found in the regulatory history of the drug-approval process.

There are two laws that have jurisdiction over the approval of biologic medicines in the United States. The first is the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetics Act (FFDC); the other is the Public Health Services Act (PHS) (8,9). Most biologics are subject to approval provisions of the PHS, which includes an additional focus to system controls for the manufacturing process. Most biologics are required to apply for approval through a PHS section 351 Biologics License Application (BLA); however, there is a subset of biologics, including insulin, that do not require approval through a PHS pathway and instead receive approval through a FFDC section 505 New Drug Application.

Until 2010, there was no pathway for biologics approved under the PHS to receive approval as a follow-on. Follow-on biologics under the jurisdiction of the FFDC 505 pathway (as opposed to PHS 351) could rely on the 505(b)(2) abbreviated approval pathway. Examples of drugs that are 505(b)(2)-approved follow-on biologics include Omnitrope (somatropin for injection), Fortical (calcitontin-salmon), and GlucaGen (glucagon injection), which received approval in 1998 and was one of the first 505(b)(2) follow-on proteins (10-12).

The standard of evaluation for 505(b)(2) follow-on proteins is proof of “safety and effectiveness.” Proof of safety and efficacy are determined on a case-by-case basis. Applicants under 505(b)(2) may refer to safety and effectiveness studies of previously approved listed drugs so long as it is scientifically justifiable. Scientific justification includes proof that the follow-on product is highly similar to the listed product. To the extent that the listed drug and the drug proposed in the 505(b)(2) application differ, the 505(b)(2) application must include sufficient data, including clinical or nonclinical data, as appropriate to demonstrate that the proposed drug meets the statutory approval standard for safety and effectiveness (13).

In 2010, as part of the Affordable Care Act, the U.S. Congress signed into law the Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act (BPCIA). The BPCIA directed the FDA to develop an abbreviated approval pathway, similar to those found in section 505 of the FFDC, for biologics approved under the PHS. Further, the pathways are to identify follow-on biologics as either “biosimilar” or “interchangeable.” The BPCIA defines biosimilar to mean “(A)...highly similar to the reference product notwithstanding minor differences in clinically inactive components; and (B)...no clinically meaningful differences between the biological product and the reference product in terms of the safety, purity, and potency of the product.” There are currently only draft FDA guidance on requirements to establish interchangeability, with final guidance expected this year. The FDA approved Zarxio (filgrastim-sndz), the first ever “biosimilar” approved in the U.S., in March 2015 (1,2,14).

The biosimilar pathway was codified as section 351(k) of the PHS. Unlike a 505(b)(2) follow-on, biosimilars are to be evaluated for “no clinically meaningful differences between the biological product and the reference product.” Like a 505(b)(2) follow-on, a biosimilar may rely on data from a reference product and will be required to supplement that data with clinical studies sufficient to demonstrate safety, purity, and potency. The type and amount of analyses and testing that will be sufficient to demonstrate biosimilarity will be determined on a product-specific basis. The FDA encourages manufacturers to work with the appropriate divisions at the FDA to obtain input on proposed development plans (15).

As of March 23, 2020, these distinctions will be null. The BPCIA included the provision that “an approved application for a biological product under section 505 of the [FFDC] shall be deemed to be a license for the biological product under such 351 [of the PHS Act] on the date that is 10 years after the date of enactment of [BPCIA].” In other words, all FFDC-approved biologics will fall under the scope of the PHS, and the 505(b)(2) pathway...
INTERCHANGEABILITY AND SUBSTITUTION

Prior to the enactment of the BPCIA, the FDA had no formal definition for the term interchangeability. Informally, the agency used it to mean either a drug that is a therapeutic equivalent, and thus could potentially be substituted at the pharmacy level without a physician’s intervention, or the term described “similar products that are not ‘substitutable’ but which, under a physician’s supervision, could be used to treat the same disease or condition in the same patient.” The term interchangeable has since gained a statutory definition as it relates to biologics and biosimilars approved under the BPCIA; however, pharmacist substitution of FFDC-approved follow-on proteins is governed by the same therapeutic equivalence rules as small-molecule drugs (7).

The BPCIA allows that biosimilars may be interchangeable if the information submitted in a 351(k) application demonstrates both biosimilarity and meets additional standards. Interchangeability requires a demonstration that the biosimilar can be expected to produce the same clinical result as the reference product in any given patient and, when applicable, that “the risk in terms of safety or diminished efficacy of alternating or switching between use of the [biosimilar] and the reference product is not greater than the risk of using the reference product without such alternation or switch.” The FDA has released draft guidance to industry on how interchangeability may be demonstrated but has not finalized that document; there are currently no FDA-approved interchangeable biosimilars. The FDA has created a reference guide called the ‘Purple Book’ which lists PHS-licensed biological products with information regarding biosimilarity and interchangeability (2,6,17).

The FFDC allows drugs to be listed as generic through a process that assigns therapeutic equivalence (TE) ratings via a demonstration of “sameness.” The FDA publishes TE ratings in a reference guide called the ‘Orange Book,’ which is used by, among other parties, pharmacists and payers to determine whether a generic product may be substituted for an innovator product. If a product is awarded a TE rating beginning with the letter A, it is generally considered safe for substitution. A TE rating beginning with the letter B indicates outstanding questions regarding equivalence data and may not be substituted. There is some legal ambiguity regarding FDA’s ability to assign TE ratings to biologics approved under the 505(b)(2) pathway. The FDA position, generally, regarding 505(b)(2) drugs is that it may assign TE using the same criteria with which it evaluates other generic drug applications (so-called 505(j) drugs). Two current examples of 505(b)(2) drugs that have been assigned a TE rating include multiple versions of AndroGel 1% testosterone gel. The Perrigo topical testosterone was assigned an AB TE rating as it related to AndroGel and may be substituted by pharmacists (subject to state pharmacy rules). Conversely, the Teva topical testosterone was assigned a BX TE rating because the bioequivalence data submitted were insufficient; therefore, it is not considered substitutable (18).

However, it should be noted that topical testosterone is a small-molecule drug, and its TE is similar to the way the FDA would evaluate a 505(j) generic and not a follow-on biologic. Unlike 505(b)(2) small-molecule drugs, two biologics are necessarily incapable of meeting the “duplicate” standard applied to small-molecule generics. Therefore, it is unlikely that the FDA, by their own standard, would be capable of approving TE for a 505(b)(2) biologic. If a biologic were to receive a TE rating, the FDA has not made it clear how it will treat that drug once it is converted to a 351k biosimilar drug in 2020 (18).

Substitution rules are not exclusively determined by the FDA. State pharmacy boards or regulatory agencies also provide rules regarding a pharmacist’s ability to substitute equivalent or interchangeable drugs, and each state uses different rules to establish their pharmaceutical substitution formularies. Broadly, a pharmacist will rely on the Orange Book as well as supplemental literature to make substitution determinations (19).

Biosimilar substitution has presented new questions for state legislatures and pharmacy boards. Many states are writing new regulations regarding the way their pharmacists should handle biosimilars. Generally speaking, states are requiring a finding of interchangeability by the FDA. Other, less universal, features of state biosimilar substitution legislation are:

- allow a prescriber to require pharmacists dispense as written;
- require the pharmacists notify or communicate to the prescriber that a substitution has occurred;
- require patient notification that a change has been made; and
- include reference to the Orange Book, or TE, ensuring protection for patients prescribed FFDC biologics.

Currently no biosimilar has been deemed interchangeable by the FDA and would not be eligible for substitution by pharmacists in any state. The 505(b)(2) follow-on biologics have the option of applying for a therapeutic rating to permit substitution, but the process is complex, and thus far, TE AB ratings have only been awarded to small-molecule 505(b)(2) drugs. If a physician (or other prescriber) is concerned with substitution, they may consult either the Orange or Purple book to confirm the FDA position on substitution and should also review their state’s rules on the topic (20).
FDA DRAFT GUIDANCE FOR INTERCHANGEABILITY OF BIOSIMILARS

In January 2017, the FDA released the draft guidance document “Considerations in Demonstrating Interchangeability with a Reference Product” (Draft Guidance). The Draft Guidance, intended to assist biologic product sponsors in demonstrating interchangeability with reference products, is not binding on the FDA but expresses its current thinking on the topic of 351(k) biosimilar interchangeability.

The Draft Guidance discusses 4 issues related to the demonstration of interchangeability. These include:
1. Data and information needed to support a demonstration of interchangeability.
2. Considerations for the design and analysis of a switching study or other relevant studies.
4. Analysis of the proposed presentations of proposed interchangeable products.

The Draft Guidance applies more rigorous standards to interchangeability than those required for a 351(k) “biosimilar” designation but leaves a number of questions open (2).

CLINICAL APPLICATION OF CURRENT RULES

When a physician determines that the best course of treatment for a patient is to prescribe a biologic, there are a number of things that physician may need to evaluate. For example, suppose a physician is treating an insulin-naïve adult with type 1 diabetes and determines the best treatment is the long-acting human insulin analogue, insulin glargine. Insulin glargine is, by definition, a biologic, but how was it approved and in what ways should that inform the physician’s behavior when prescribing?

There are currently two FDA-approved versions of insulin glargine: Basaglar and Lantus. Lantus was approved for marketing using the FDCA 505(b)(2) pathway, meaning it submitted a full application in the year 2000. Lantus was approved under the FDCA pathway, as opposed to the BPCIA, because insulin fits into a narrow category of biologics approved prior to enactment of the PHS. Basaglar, using information from the Lantus application, as well as supplemental studies indicating safety and efficacy, was approved using the 505(b)(2) pathway and is definitionally a follow-on biologic. Basaglar is not a biosimilar, is not bioidentical, or interchangeable with Lantus; however, it may be equally appropriate for this particular patient.

Knowing that these two biologics were approved using a FDCA pathway means that TE is rated in the FDA Orange Book (PHS biologics equivalence is found in the Purple Book), so a physician would consult the Orange Book to find that Basaglar does not have a TE rating in reference to Lantus. This means that a pharmacist is unlikely to switch one drug for another without consulting the prescriber, as most state pharmacy laws require the pharmacist to rely on the Orange Book for a decision to switch one prescription for another.

A prescribing physician should also be mindful of how a patient’s insurance formulary treats these comparable treatments. A formulary will consider whether one treatment may be substituted for another and make a decision to cover just one of the two. In those circumstances, a physician may need to prescribe the preferred insulin glargine as “dispense as written,” and insurers that exclusively cover one treatment will need an explanation of medical necessity to cover the other. Ultimately, the physician should discuss these concerns with the patient and make a decision based on the treatment plan best suited for that patient. Unfortunately, no data exist on differences in adverse effects, making such a discussion theoretical.

CONCLUSION

As a growing number of follow-on biologic or biosimilar drugs make their way to the market, prescribing physicians should understand how regulators, pharmacists, and payers may affect delivery of these complex molecules to their patients. A biosimilar or follow-on biologic is necessarily not interchangeable with its reference product, though eventually these drugs may be deemed interchangeable through a forthcoming approval pathway. Without the proper designation in the FDA’s Purple or Orange book, a pharmacist is not likely to make a substitution, and a growing number of state laws are currently being enacted to ensure that no biosimilar substitution is made without first contacting the prescribing physician. Physicians should be aware that drug formularies will treat biosimilars as substitutable, at which point physicians should work with their patients to determine a course of treatment best suited to the patient’s unique condition.
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